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Issue: 06/2021

CJCA Activities
Angola: Holding of the 13th session of the Executive Bureau of the CJCA
The 13th session of the Executive Bureau of the
CJCA was held online from Luanda, Angola on
July 8, 2021 under the chairmanship of Mr.
Manuel ARAGAO, Venerable Judge-President
of the Constitutional Tribunal of Angola,
current President of the CJCA.
The members of the Bureau examined and
adopted, among others, the activity report
2020, the program of activities for 2021 and
proceeded to the closure of the fiscal year for 2020 and to the adoption of the provisional budget for 2021.
The Constitutional Court of Angola has assumed the presidency of the CJCA since June 2019.

Algeria: Participation of the President of the Constitutional Council in the
work of the Executive Bureau of the CJCA
Mr. Kamel Feniche, President of the Constitutional Council, spoke at the work of the 13th session of the Executive
Bureau of the CJCA, where he recalled the proposals of Algeria aimed at amending the statute of the CJCA for,
between others, on the one hand, the creation of a permanent consultative commission, as an organ of the
Conference responsible for issuing consultative opinions
on constitutional and / or electoral questions, at the
request of States or African constitutional courts , and on
the other hand, the participation of the CJCA in electoral
observation missions of the African Union.
The members of the Bureau welcomed this initiative,
which will be submitted to the 6th Congress for adoption.
The President of the Constitutional Council also welcomed the considerable progress made by the Conference
during its 10 years of existence, suggesting that Algeria, as initiator of the proposal to create the Conference
and host country, welcome the celebration of the tenth anniversary of its creation during this year.

Morocco: 6th CJCA Congress to be held in Rabat in September 2022
The postponement of the 6th Congress of the Conference of Constitutional Jurisdictions of Africa (CJCA), was
decided during the 13th session of the Executive Board of the CJCA, which was held by videoconference on
Thursday, July 8, 2021.
The President of the Constitutional Court and 1st Vice-President of the CJCA, Mr. Ihraï Saïd, recalled that the
postponement is due to the situation of the global
Covid-19 pandemic.
With a view to improving the international health
situation, the date of the 6th Congress, which will
take place in Rabat, was finally set for September
12-13 and 14, 2022, noting that following this
Congress, the Constitutional Court of Morocco will
chair the Conference for the period 2022 - 2024.
“Mr. Ihraï Saïd, President of the Constitutional Court of Morocco”
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News of Courts and Councils
Guinea-Bissau: Election of a new President of the Supreme Court of justice
Judge Counselor Mamadú Saido Baldé was elected, on May 18, 2021, President of the Supreme Court of Justice
and of the Supreme Judicial Council of Guinea-Bissau, succeeding Paulo Sanhá, whose second and last term has
ended.
Saido Baldé was elected from among his peers, 8 out of
15, in a close vote, also attended by Judge Ladislau
Embassa, former Attorney General of the Republic.
In the past, Mamadú Saido Baldé was a prosecutor and
Minister of Justice in early 2000.
The Supreme Court of Justice of Guinea Bissau also acts
as a Constitutional Court, it has been a founding
member of the CJCA since May 2011.
“Hon. Saido Baldé, President of the Supreme Tribunal of Justice”

Zimbabwe: Five-year extension for Chief Justice
The President of Zimbabwe has extended the service of Chief Justice Luke Malaba for a period of five years,
under the amendment to the Constitution adopted in April 2021, and promulgated by the President on May 7,
2021, and in based on annual medical reports proving that he is still mentally and physically fit to continue to
hold the office of Chief Justice.
Chief Justice Malaba turned 70 on May 15, 2021
and was scheduled to retire in accordance with
the provisions of the original 2013 Constitution.
Mr Malaba was appointed Chief Justice in March
2017. It should be noted that the Chief Justice of
Zimbabwe presides over the Supreme Court and
the Constitutional Court and that the latter has
been a member of the CJCA, since 2017.
“Hon. Luke Malaba Chief Justice of Zimbabwe”

Algeria: Participation of the President of the Constitutional Council in the
127th session of the “Venice Commission”
The President of the Constitutional Council, Mr Kamel FENICHE, participated in the work of the 127th session of
the “Venice Commission” which took place online on 2 and 3 July.
This session was devoted to the study and discussion of a set of opinions on legal texts.
Remember that Algeria joined the European
Commission for Democracy through Law, which
constitutes one of the most important international
spaces for the exchange of experiences and
knowledge in the field of constitutional justice, in
2007, in view of objectives to which it aspires, mainly
the promotion of democracy and the rule of law,
which interest the Algerian Constitutional Council.
“Hon. Kamel FENICHE, President of the Constitutional Council »
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News of Courts and Councils
Tunisia: Protection of the independence of the judiciary
The Superior Council of the Judiciary of Tunisia has decided to put an end to the work of judges occupying
political positions in the highest institutions of the
State, in order to put justice at a distance from
quarrels and political conflicts and to protect the
independence of the judiciary.
The Judicial Council declared that it had taken
individual decisions to end the appointment of
judicial judges occupying positions in the Presidency
of the Republic, government presidencies, ministries
and bodies for which the law does not require the
appointment. presence of a judicial judge in their composition.
He stressed that the aim of the decision is to preserve the reputation and dignity of the judiciary and judges,
and to keep them away from campaigns of suspicion and distortion and an attempt to drag them into political
conflicts.

Zambia: Death of the Chief Justice of Zambia
Zambia's first female chief justice, Irene Mambilima, died on Sunday, June 20, 2021, in an Egyptian hospital
after falling ill during her official visit to Egypt.
The deceased was leading a delegation from the
Supreme Court and the Constitutional Court to
participate in the 5th High Level Conference of
Presidents of African Supreme and Constitutional
Courts which was held in Cairo from June 12, 2021.
Justice Mambilima, was 69 years old, was
appointed Chief Justice on February 26, 2015.
The Supreme Court of Zambia, which serves as the
Constitutional Court, has been a member of the CJCA since April 2017.

Egypt: Holding of the 5th Cairo meeting of the presidents of the Constitutional
Courts and Councils and of the Supreme Courts of Africa
The 5th Cairo meeting of the Presidents of the Constitutional Courts and Councils and of the Supreme Courts of
Africa was held on June 12 under the high patronage of President Al Sisi and in the presence of no less than 40
African countries as well as international observers.
The African judges examined the challenges that
African countries face in adapting to the digital
transformation in justice, in particular with regard
to privacy, data protection, governance, the fight
against terrorism, ...
The CJCA has been invited to participate as an
“Observer”.
"Photo of the participants with President Al Sissi"
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News of Courts and Councils
Senegal: Three judges appointed to the Constitutional Council
The Constitutional Council is now in full force
with the appointment by the President of the
Republic of three new members on July 27,
2021.
The Head of State appointed three new
magistrates to the Constitutional Council,
bringing the total number of seven Wise Men
to this jurisdiction.
As well as the magistrate, Aminata Ly Ndiaye,
previously First President of the Court of
Appeal of Thiès, was appointed to complete the term of Bousso Diao Fall, a late member of the constitutional
court. Mamadou Badio Camara, former First President of the Supreme Court and Youssoupha Diaw Mbodj,
former First Advocate General at the Supreme Court join the high court.
The Ministry of Justice indicates that Seydou Nourou Tall, Full Professor of Universities, currently member of the
Constitutional Council, becomes its Vice-President.
The composition of the Constitutional Council was incomplete following the death of one of its members in
January, and at the end of the terms of two others in late June.
The Constitutional Council of Senegal has been a founding member of the CJCA since May 2011.

Algeria: Participation in the 9th conference of heads of institutions of the
Association of Francophone Constitutional Courts
The President of the Constitutional Council, Mr. Kamel FENICHE, participated by videoconference in the work of
the 9th Conference of Heads of Institutions organized by the Association of Francophone Constitutional Courts
(ACCF), on May 25, 2021.
On the occasion of this conference devoted to the theme
"collegiality", the President of the Constitutional Council
presented a communication on "the deliberation process to the
Algerian Constitutional Council", in which he stressed that
deliberation guarantees transparency in the process. decisionmaking of the Council and ensures the consensual character of
the decisions and opinions of the Constitutional Council, which
are an integral part of democratic practice in our country. In the
same context, the President of the Constitutional Council made it clear that the deliberation as enshrined in the
Constitution and in the regulations setting the operating rules of the Constitutional Council strengthens the
spirit of consultation and makes the decision the result of a collective effort.
This intervention was welcomed by the participants, including French law professor Mathieu Disant, who
reaffirmed that the debate guaranteed the independence and impartiality of constitutional justice.
Remember that the Constitutional Council has been an observer member of the Association des Cours
Constitutionnelles Francophones (ACCF) since 2016
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Electoral developments
Cape Verde: Election of a new parliamentary assembly
The new Cape Verdean National Assembly, resulting from the legislative elections of April 18, was installed in
Praia with, for the first time, 27 deputies out of 72 parliamentarians.
This represents more than 37% of the seats, whereas
there were only 17 deputies in the previous Assembly.
This is the result of a law on parity passed in November
2019 and requiring the presence of 40% of candidates
of one gender and 60% of another gender on the lists
competing in the elections.
« Hon. Joao P. SEMEDO, President TC du Cap Vert »

Cape Verde has a semi-parliamentary regime where the Prime Minister dominates the executive, the president
playing the role of arbiter.
The Constitutional Court of Cape Verde has been a founding member of the CJCA since 2011.

Algeria: Proclamation of the final results of the legislative elections
The Constitutional Council proclaimed on June 23, 2021, the final results of the election of members of the
National People's Assembly of June 12, 2021.
According to the Constitutional Council, the number of
registered for this popular consultation is 24,453,992, while
the number of voters is 5.622.401, while the participation
rate is set at 23%. As for the number of invalid ballots, it is
1.111.678 and the votes cast are 4.610.652.
The results show that the FLN party still remains in the lead
with 98 seats, followed by the Independents with 84 seats, the MSP Movement with 65 seats and the RND
which won 58 seats.

Morocco: Ban on political transhumance
The Constitution and the law on political parties, which prohibited political transhumance by providing for the
forfeiture of the nomad's mandate, are bypassed by
deputies and advisers at the end of their mandate. The
latter slam the door of their party to join another,
without falling under the law.
Those who resign from both Houses of Parliament are
also called upon to resign from their political parties
before the opening of candidatures for the next
parliamentary elections.
This is a maneuver to circumvent the laws in force so as not to be stripped of his mandate for belonging to two
political parties at the same time. And to add that, if the Constitutional Council had refused, in 2011, the
resignation of 17 councilors who wished to stand for the legislative elections, the resigning obtained, in 2016,
the green light to change political color at the end of the mandate. .
Article 60 of the Constitution provides that "Parliament is made up of two Chambers, the Chamber of
Representatives and the Chamber of Councilors. Their members take their mandate from the Nation. Their right
to vote is personal and cannot be delegated”.
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Constitutional developments
Zimbabwe: Adoption of the amendment of the Constitution
On April 20, 2021, the Zimbabwe assembly passed the Zimbabwe Constitution Amendment Bill by a two-thirds
majority vote of 191 votes to 22 MPs, thereby amending Zimbabwe's supreme law, which was adopted by
94.5% of the 3.3 million people who voted in a
referendum on March 16 and 17, 2013.
Overall, this amendment seeks to change the
retirement age for judges, remove the process of
public interviews for judges, remove the vicepresident clause, extend the quota for women,
introduce a quota of young people, ...
The adopted amendments would allow the president to appoint judges to the constitutional and supreme courts
without the approval of lawmakers. The president would also choose his two vice-presidents without an election
and could delay the chief justice's retirement by five years.

Kenya: Supreme Court overturns constitutional amendment of President of
the Republic
The Supreme Court of Kenya has quashed the president's quest to amend Kenya's 11-year-old constitution.
In a highly critical ruling on President Uhuru Kenyatta, five judges said he did not have the power to introduce
amendments aimed at creating more executive
positions and parliamentary constituencies.
The judges said any procedure to amend the
constitution should be started either by parliament or
by popular initiative.
"It is hereby declared that the President does not
have the power under the Constitution to initiate
changes to the Constitution, and that a constitutional
amendment can only be initiated by parliament; by
parliamentary initiative in under Article 256 or by popular initiative,” said the judgment.
The ruling is the most scathing since the Supreme Court overturned Kenyatta's election victory in August
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Constitutional developments
Angola: Parliament approves constitutional amendment
The President of the Republic, João Lourenço, sent, on July 7, 2021, for preventive examination by the
Constitutional Court (TC), the law on the revision
of the Constitution, recently approved by the
National Assembly.
In the note addressed to the venerating
Councilor Judge Manuel Miguel da Costa
Aragão, president of the TC, João Lourenço
called for "the evaluation to be made urgently".
“Hon. Manuel Aragão, President of the TC and
CJCA ”

The National Assembly (AN) approved, on June 22, by a qualified majority of 152 votes in favor, none against
and 56 abstentions, the first ordinary partial revision of the Constitution, 11 years after its entry into force.
The revision eliminates the interference that existed regarding the power of the Executive and the Parliament
and ensures the exercise of the vote for Angolan citizens residing abroad.
The approved changes also cover the institutional positioning structure of bodies, such as the National Bank of
Angola (BNA), which now has constitutional status and a new way of appointing its governor.
With regard to the judiciary, the legal instrument determines that judges of any jurisdiction retire when they
reach the age of 70 and that the courts are sovereign bodies with "competence to dispense justice on behalf of
the people ".
With this revision, the Constitution now has 249 articles compared to the current 244, 44 articles having been
modified and seven new ones included.
The law attributes to the President of the Republic and to a third of the 220 deputies of the National Assembly,
in effective office, the initiative of the constitutional revision.

“Hon. Manuel Aragão, President of the CJCA during the 13th session of the Executive Bureau on July 8, 2021”
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Jurisprudence of the Courts and Councils
Zambia: President eligible for presidency in August elections
Zambia's Constitutional Court ruled that President Edgar Lungu could stand for re-election in August, rejecting a
second opposition challenge to his eligibility on the
basis of the constitutional two-term limit.
Lungu's first term lasted a year and six months, when
he took over after the death of the previous presidentelect, Michael Sata. He went on to win an election in a
contested vote in August 2016.
As this is technically his second term, the opposition
had argued that he was no longer eligible - an argument the court had already rejected in 2018.
Lungu's candidacy "is valid and he has the right to stand for election on August 12, 2021. The complaints are
unfounded," said the judgment read by Judge Anne Sitali of the Constitutional Court.

Zimbabwe: Mugabe's widow to bear five cows and two goats
The widow of former Zimbabwean President Robert Mugabe has been ordered by a traditional court to give
away five cows and two goats for having buried her husband in a manner deemed inappropriate.
This court, which cannot compel the accused but whose decisions have a strong symbolic significance, met in
the absence of the accused, Grace Mugabe. She is
accused of having buried her husband, who died in
2019 at the age of 95, in the courtyard of his
birthplace.
The customary court met in the presence of about
fifteen people. The journalists could not attend the
hearing, the entourage of the traditional chief
saying that he wanted "some privacy". Chief
Zvimba, claimed that Robert Mugabe was supposed
to be buried at a location chosen by his mother or the family he was born to. He called for the exhumation of
the body and a reburial in accordance with custom.

Gambia: Supreme Court orders MPs to return loans
The Gambia's Supreme Court has declared unconstitutional a decision by the country's parliament to grant a
personal loan to its members. MPs changed the budget last year and allocated 54.4 million Gambian Dalasis to
themselves.
The Supreme Court, in a decision issued, the National Assembly violated the Constitution. He declares that the
loan allocated to deputies as "null and void" and breaks
it down from the 2021 budget.
The court also ordered that if the loans had already
been disbursed, they were to be returned immediately
to the government.
"Mr. Hassan BUBAKAR JALLOW, Chief Justice of The Gambia"

The appeal was filed by Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) in The Gambia - Gambia Participates and the
Center for Policy Research and Development.
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Jurisprudence of the Courts and Councils
Malawi: Abolition of the death penalty
The Supreme Court of Malawi abolished the death penalty in July, the most notable ruling against the death
penalty since the South African
Constitutional Court declared the penalty
unconstitutional in 1995.
The Malawi decision is important
because the Constitution of Malawi
specifically provides for the death
penalty (in Article 16), unlike the
unconditional right to life in the South
African Constitution.
“The President of the Republic, next to the Chief Justice "

But, the decision was not clearly retroactive. Many defendants were still appealing their mandatory death
sentences or had been commuted to life imprisonment without ever having had a sentencing hearing.
The Constitution provides that Malawi must consider the obligations of international law and can look to
foreign jurisprudence to resolve constitutional disputes.
Because Malawi's Constitution is a living, evolving document, the Supreme Court of Appeal considered the
worldwide decline in the death penalty.
First, the Supreme Court of Malawi has validated the emerging global consensus that the death penalty violates
the right to life, even when the Constitution specifically allows it.
Second, and more importantly, the Malawian court used a more progressive approach to interpretation: while
two interpretations of a constitutional provision are possible, the interpretation that expands human rights
protections is preferred to one that narrows or limits. human rights. It is a roadmap for the future challenges of
the death penalty in other African countries.

"The garden of El Hamma, in Algiers"
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Jurisprudence of the Courts and Councils
Ethiopia: Extension of the mandate of the assemblies due to a pandemic
On the request of the FDRE House of peoples’
Representatives for interpretation of Articles
54(1), 58(3) and 93 of the Constitution, The FDRE
Council of Constitutional Inquiry has unanimously
submitted the following recommendations to the
House of Federation so that the House gives its
final decision on the recommendations in
accordance with Article 84(1) of the Constitution.
“Hon. Ms. Meaza Ashenafi, President of the Council of Constitutional Inquiry”

1. By analyzing the term of five years term of mandate envisaged under Articles 54(1), 58(3), 67(1) and 72(3) of
the Constitution along with Article 93 as well as the fundamental principles, objectives and goals of the
Constitution, the Council has recommended that the term of mandate of the House of Peoples’ Representatives,
House of Federation, State Councils, federal and States executives should continue as long as the COVID-19
pandemic continues to be a threat to public health, the Emergency Proclamation No.3/2020promulgated to
prevent and control the pandemic and mitigate its impact remains enforce, and until power is transferred by
holding new election after the lifting of the emergency law; and
2. The Council has recommended that election should be held within 9 – 12 months starting from the date on
which the FDRE Ministry of Health, Public Health Institute and scientific communities - based on information
released by international and regional health organizations - confirm that the COVID-19, which triggered the
promulgation of Emergency Proclamation No. 3/2020 to control and prevent the pandemic and mitigate its
impact, ceases to be a threat to public health, and the House of Peoples’ Representatives approves it.
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Scientifics activities
Mozambique: Publication of a book on constitutional control
"The Concrete Control of Constitutionality in Mozambican Law" is the title of a book by Professor Lúcia da Luz
Ribeiro which has just been published in Maputo.
For the preparation of the book, the author was inspired by his doctoral
thesis in legal and political sciences, the defense of which took place on
July 15, 2019 at the Faculty of Law of the Universidade Eduardo
Mondlane.
The presentation of the work was made by Dr Mateus Saize, Judge
Advisor of the Constitutional Council and Professor of the Faculty of Law
of the Eduardo Mondlane University at the Joaquim Chissano Conference
Center.
The book edited by Escolar Editora contains 325 pages and is sponsored
by BCI - Banco Comercial e de Investimentos.
It should be noted that Professor Lúcia da Luz Ribeiro, author of the book,
is President of the Constitutional Council of Mozambique and Professor of the Faculty of Law of the
Universidade Eduardo Mondlane in Maputo.

Benin: A book to honor the 1st President of the Constitutional Court
The Constitutional Court of Benin chaired by Professor Joseph Djogbénou celebrated, on July 12, 2021 as an
anthem, the president of the first term, Elisabeth Pognon, through a book. Spread over 526 pages, the book
retraces the first steps of the high court, the first decisions rendered, and highlights each member of the first
term.
This book, which is the fruit of the research of
several contributors from different backgrounds,
"brings together, in addition to the foreword by
President Joseph Djogbénou, and the general
introduction by Professor Ibrahim Salami, two
parts. The first doctrinal and the second
jurisprudential”, specified the Secretary General of
the Constitutional Court, Gilles Badet, in his speech.
“The 1st President of the Constitutional Court of Benin, with the current President”

Very happy to be honored by the current office of the high court, Elisabeth Pognon expressed her gratitude to
President Djogbénou for having taken this initiative, because for her, generally, a tribute is paid posthumously.
"It's happy that this tribute is still happening in our lifetime," she said.
Note that the same exercise will be done in honor of the other former presidents of the Constitutional Court in
the coming days.
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Future activities
Mozambique: Organization of the 3rd International Symposium of the CJCA
The CJCA in collaboration with the Constitutional Council of Mozambique is organizing the 3rd International
Symposium in Maputo from October 14 to 16,
2021, on the theme " Electoral justice:
transparency, inclusion and integrity of the
process ".
The Symposium will be held primarily online;
however, the host country is prepared to
accommodate a limited number of face-to-face
participants.
“Hon. Lucia Ribeiro, President of the Constitutional Council of Mozambique”

As a reminder, the CJCA holds a Symposium between two Congresses. The first took place in Cotonou in 2013 on
the theme: "The constitutional judge and political power". The second took place, in Algiers in 2017, on the
theme of: "Individuals' access to constitutional justice".

Algeria: Celebration of the 10th anniversary of the creation of the CJCA
The President of the Constitutional Council of Algeria, in his capacity as President of the jurisdiction of the
country of the seat, informed the Bureau of his country's willingness to host the festivities marking the 10th
anniversary of the creation of the CJCA,
which has been born on May 9, 2011 in
Algiers, during the year 2021.
The commemoration of this anniversary is a
good opportunity for the Conference to take
stock of its actions and to draw up a strategic
development plan for the future.
The date will be communicated shortly.
"Photo of the interior of the headquarters of the CJCA, in Algiers"

NB /: The "CJCA Newsletter" is your publication, do not hesitate to send us your remarks and your proposals
as well as any information relating to the activity of your Court and that you would like to share with the
other.
The E-Mail address is: contact@cjca-conf.org
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